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Orticolario
Gillian Mawrey reports on the Orticolario Flower
Show held every autumn on Lake Como in Italy.
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We had never arrived at a flower show by boat before, so
Orticolario felt special from the start. Set in the grounds
of Villa Erba, in Cernobbio on the banks of Lake Como
in northern Italy, it was started nine years ago by Moritz
Mantero, and is now the main plant fair in the region (1).
Villa Erba (a 19th-century rather than Renaissance
edifice) belonged to the family of film and stage director
Luchino Visconti. In 1986 his heirs sold it to a local
consortium to use as a conference and exhibition venue,
and architect Mario Bellini was commissioned to design
the glass and concrete congress centre, which covers a
substantial area of the park. When Orticolario takes
place in the autumn, this enormous linked series of
greenhouses and lecture theatres is where many of the
nurseries and other exhibitors display their wares.
e main event of the first day was the presentation of
a lifetime achievement award “for evolved gardening” to
French designer and plantsman, Gilles Clément. We
knew that, this being Italy, the proceedings were unlikely
to start at the scheduled time of 11.00 so we sensibly
found seats where we could wait. You can see us just
behind the presentation party in the photograph(2).
As ‘e Moon’ was the theme of this year’s
Orticolario, M. Clément (far left) was presented with a
crescent-shaped ‘Oscar’ to put on his mantelpiece and
made a nice little speech in Italian.
After this we were free to admire the show gardens –
also on the theme of ‘e Moon’ – and vote for our
favourite. ere were not that many but they showed an
interesting balance between the whacky modern and
more conventional plantings. We liked and voted for
“Lunar Cycles” (3) designed by Roberto Landello – and
were delighted later to find that it had won the Creative
Spaces international contest.
Plant exhibitors included nurseries from France,
Belgium and Switzerland, as well as from Italy. ere
were several spectacular plant displays – of sedums, cacti
and succulents, and of air plants, including some
arranged as ‘e Moon’ (6). ere were lots of fuschias –
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Orticolario cont...
the signature plant of this year’s show – of hydrangeas,
of Michaelmas daisies, and of roses. Barni nursery, from
Pistoia had a rose called ‘Cyrus’ I had never seen before –
but the thought of taking it back to the hotel on the
ferry deterred me from buying it.
On the comestible side, there were herbs, olives and
a display of chilis that was particularly impressive,
benefitting from the greenhouse-like setting of the exhibition centre (4). e number of
varieties was enormous and products from most of them were also on sale, all marked with their
degree of fierceness.
ere were some unusual bonsai including two apple-trees in full (albeit miniature) fruit, and
on the historic side were two displays of ancient varieties of fruit (7).
Amongst the ‘sundries’ I found a pair of beautiful pyjamas, handpainted with flowers, which
I greatly coveted and might have bought if I had believed the salesman who swore they could be
washed in a machine.
What did we buy? Principally, some bulbs of Crown Imperial (Fritillaria imperialis), which,
it was claimed, would deter the moles that have been creating land art on our lawn, though
doubts remain, as the animal in the publicity (8) looks as if it is singing “Vesti la giubba” at La
Scala instead of fleeing for its life.
What impressed us most about the show was not the plants, good as those were, nor the show
gardens, nor even the magnificent lake-side setting, but the number of school groups, with
children of all ages being given a taste of – and, with luck, for – horticulture. e first we saw
were quite small children, under-fives, being told firmly in English to stay together. ey
turned out to be from the local international school (5).
Flower and plant shows come in a wide range, from the formal, like Chelsea where one feels
men should attend in a suit and tie and women in a hat, to the very relaxed where a tie would
look absurd and a hat is for protection not for fashion. Orticolario, in its stunning setting, is
firmly at the relaxed end and all the better for it.
The next Orticolario takes place from 5-7th October 2018 – see http://orticolario.it/
All photographs are by Gillian and Richard Mawrey except 2 and 3 for which thanks to
Luciano Movio.
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Conference Report
Brian Kingston reports on the annual conference of the Northern Ireland Heritage
Gardens Trust and describes Lissadell House, where the conference was held.
e 25th Annual NIHGT
conference was held on 5th-7th
October 2017 over the border in
the Republic of Ireland at Lissadell
House, Co. Sligo. e theme for
this year was “Historic Gardens;
Restore, Preserve or Conserve.
Making Choices”. e conference
was very well attended, with greater
numbers than usual (approximately
100), no doubt aided by the many
distinguished speakers and a superb
location, aptly chosen as the
property has been subject to major
conservation and restoration over
recent years.
John Sales, former Head of Gardens at the National Trust, discussed some of the NT’s earliest
garden restorations in the 1970s and 80s, including the first ever at Westbury Court, in
Gloucestershire. He told us that gardens by their very nature are impossible to recreate (due to
disease for example), there are too many unknowns and any recreations are a “best shot” result.
Garden archaeologist Brian Dix outlined some of the techniques he uses. He explained that
what is found in the ground may diﬀer from historic drawings, plans and paintings, and
therefore may be a truer reflection of what was there originally. Many plans and designs were
aspirational and may never have been executed in the first place! e well-documented
excavation and restorations at Hampton Court Palace were discussed.
Christopher Gallagher, a Historic Landscape Consultant, spoke about parks and gardens
management with attention to surveys, significance of a site and conservation management plans.
Several speakers gave talks about garden projects they were themselves involved with, all with
a conservation/recreation/enhancement/rejuvenation theme. Landscape designer, Catherine
Fitzgerald, gave an update about the re-design and restoration at Hillsborough Castle (which
will be featured in HGR 37). Seamus O’Brien, head gardener at Kilmacurragh Botanic Garden,
outlined the garden’s history, development, decline and resurrection – and its links with the
National Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, in the 19th and early 20th centuries. Kilmacurragh was
an unoﬃcial satellite of Glasnevin, favoured by better soils and a horticulturally more conducive
climate.
Trevor Edwards (NIHGT) gave a presentation about recent developments at Blarney Castle.
Neil Porteous, head gardener at Mount Stewart, outlined future plans for the property,
describing how salt water from rising sea levels threatens lower parts of the garden.
Alan Ryan, Project Manager at Colclough Walled Garden, highlighted that the oﬃcial
4

Conference Report cont...
Ordnance Survey of Ireland map was inaccurate and that archaeology played an important role
in accurately recreating what was once there (see HGR 36 page 4). Todd Longstaﬀ-Gowan
(Landscape Architect), Greta Doyle (Conservation Architect, Oﬃce of Public Works, Dublin)
and Christopher O’Neill (Parks Superintendent, O.P.W.) gave accounts of recent and ongoing
works at Kensington Palace, Castletown and Illnacullin respectively. Richard Wheeler gave his
reflections on recreating renaissance gardens.
Edward Walsh, owner of Lissadell, outlined what the property was like when purchased in
2003, and the tremendous work carried out since. A tour of the house and estate was given by
Bartle D’Arcy and Leo Leyden, both of whom were instrumental in the smooth running of the
conference.
Lissadell was the ancestral seat of the Gore-Booth family. e large neo-classical house was
described sharply by a famous local Sligo resident, the poet W.B. Yeats, as “grey, square and bare
yet set amid delightful grounds”. (Yeats’s grave is in nearby Drumcliﬀ Church of Ireland
cemetery.)
e house commands extensive views over Drumcliﬀ Bay and towards Benbulben mountain.
In 1900, Sir Josslyn Gore-Booth inherited the estate and began to diversify it to include a large
bulb farm and commercial tree, shrub, herbaceous and alpine nurseries. Its Lower Garden
became a living catalogue, showcasing what was available from the Lissadell nurseries at that
time.
Sir Josslyn was the brother of Countess Markievicz, the Irish revolutionary and the first
woman to have been elected to both British and Irish Houses of Parliament. After his death in
1944, the estate went into decline for several decades due to unfortunate circumstances
inflicted on the Gore-Booth family, including what is now known as ‘e Lissadell Aﬀair’. By
1996, the property had been reduced to 400 acres and was inherited by another Sir Josslyn, the
9th baronet, who began opening up views and clearing inappropriate coniferous tree plantings
from around the house.
After purchasing the estate in 2003, Edward Walsh and his wife Constance Cassidy
continued with further clearances and improvements and opened the house and estate to the
public. e abandoned Lower Garden was
cleared, the Alpine Garden (right) recreated
and the Kitchen Garden brought back into
cultivation.
Next year’s NIHGT conference will take
place in Armagh, with the theme of
“Heritage Landscapes in the Urban Realm”.
Details on www.nihgt.org
For further information about Lissadell see
www.lissadellhouse.com
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Humphry Repton
Linden Groves, Strategic Development Oﬃcer for the Gardens Trust, announces the
forthcoming celebrations of the bicentenary of Humphry Repton’s death.
In 2018 the Gardens Trust will be treading new
ground in acting as chief cheerleader and supporter to
a collaborative national celebration of the life of
landscape designer, Humphry Repton, to mark the
bicentenary of his death. Inspired by its role as partner
in the Capability Brown Festival (CBF) of 2016, the
Gardens Trust recognised in Repton’s bicentenary a
precious opportunity to continue the key messages of
working in partnerships, finding and reaching new
audiences, and striving to achieve successes that are
greater than the sum of their parts. Benefitting from a
£10,000 grant from Historic England, a structure has
been designed to enable the myriad of events, research
and other activities being planned to come together as
a single collaborative celebration.
e adventure began in April 2017 when we
advertised a ‘networking meeting’ for anyone interested in marking Repton’s anniversary. We
booked a room and bought a packet of biscuits, expecting half a dozen people – then 35
arrived: volunteers from the County Gardens Trusts, academics, representatives of Repton sites.
By October there were some 190 on our list of parties interested in getting involved, ranging
from big site-focused organisations such as the National Trust, English Heritage and the
Historic Houses Association, to theme-focused bodies such as the Landscape Institute,
Georgian Group and Royal Horticultural Society.
e Broadlands District Council Tourism Team said they were planning a Norfolk-based
festival and would be delighted to link in with the national scene, and the Garden Museum was
keen that its headline exhibition of Repton’s Red Books dovetailed with other initiatives. Sites
where Repton worked are also well-represented, from the family-owned Woburn Abbey to local
authority run Grovelands Park in north London.
e academic community also got in gear, planning conferences, study trips, books and
articles, many with an international connection. e County Gardens Trusts are planning a
deluge of activity, with hoards of researchers activated to produce Repton material for books,
leaflets, exhibitions and online homes, such as parksandgardens.org and the Historic
Environment Records, while their event teams are busy planning Study Days, lectures and tours.
e Gardens Trust has set up a collaborative structure of regular email updates, support
materials on our online Hub, social media, PR support, web presence, and online shared
Repton Events Calendar.
It is still some months to the oﬃcial launch of the celebrations in March 2018, but already the
participants have been blown away by how much has been achieved through sheer force of
goodwill and a willingness to work together. We intend to have lots of fun and adventures in
2018, but we also hope that our experience will provide a model for others to try similar
activities with limited resources. Do keep an eye on humphryrepton.org to see what we get up to!
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Trees
Matt Larsen-Daw explains the Woodland Trust’s new Tree Charter Project.
On the 6th November 2017 the new Charter for Trees, Woods and People was formally
launched at Lincoln Castle, where one of only two remaining copies of the 1217 Charter of the
Forest is kept. e Carta Foresta was sealed by King Henry III and, although much less wellknown than Magna Carta, signed by his father King John two years earlier, was just as
influential in giving back to common people rights taken away by Norman kings since 1066.
Two years in the making, today’s Tree Charter sets out 10 Principles for a society in which
people and trees can stand stronger together. It highlights all the vital things that trees and
woods do for us, and what we need to do if we want to continue to enjoy these benefits, and for
future generations to have healthy trees and woods in their lives and landscapes.
Rooted in more than 60,000 stories from people across the UK, and crafted by more than 70
organisations in collaboration, the 2017 Charter really has been a labour of love.
Back in 1217 the Carta Foresta set out the rights all free men should have to benefit from the
natural resources of the landscape, even if it was a Royal Forest. ese included ‘pannage’
(collecting acorns or beech nuts for pigs), ‘estover’ (collecting firewood) and even some limited
rights to hunt.
Nowadays our relationship with trees and woods is very diﬀerent, but no less important.
Trees improve our air quality, beautify our landscapes, support our mental health, help in the
fight against pollution and climate change, and provide a host of opportunities for livelihoods
and creative pursuits.
e issues that threaten our access to these benefits are diﬀerent too from eight centuries ago.
We are not planting enough for the future, not managing what we have to ensure it survives for
generations to come, and we are failing to protect historic landscapes and habitats from
development, diseases and pests.
Many of our most important historic landscapes are defined by trees, and the impact of their
loss can be devastating to that landscape’s appearance, health, habitat value and heritage, as
happened with Dutch Elm Disease.
e Tree Charter recognises the cultural and ecological value of historic tree features such as
ancient woodland, established hedgerows, wood pasture, memorial trees, landscaped gardens
and orchards, and calls for greater protection and sensitive management to ensure their survival.
Please read and sign the charter (www.treecharter.uk) to show your support for its 10 Principles.
For every person signing, a tree will be planted designated as a Tree Charter Legacy Tree.

Right: Centuries-old avenue of chestnut trees in
Bushy Park, west London.
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Comely Bank Nursery
Margaret Campbell writes:
In 1962, when my husband and I first moved to
Edinburgh along with our two young children, we
rented a house in a very attractive late Georgian
terrace with the appropriate name of Comely
Bank. Our house, No 21, had an additional
distinction as it had been the home of omas
Carlyle and his wife Jane from 1824 to 1828
before they moved to London. e houses had
been built in 1817 and so were quite new when
the Carlyles lived there.
It was a pleasant surprise to see a small bicentenary exhibition in the local public library on
‘Comely Bank 1817-2017’, which also contained
information about the Comely Bank Nursery.
In 1810, James Cunningham (born 1784) returned from a period at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew, to rent approximately 20 acres (9ha) from Sir William Fettes to start what would become a
renowned botanical nursery that supplied many gardens and institutions. Located on the land today
occupied by Waitrose supermarket, the Post Oﬃce and Police Scotland Headquarters, the nursery
specialised in the propagation of rare and newly-collected plant specimens from around the world, some
of which flowered here for the first time in the United Kingdom. Flowers from the nursery were
regularly exhibited at the Caledonian Horticultural Society where Cunningham received many awards
and medals, including some for geraniums and camellias.
Cunningham liaised closely with Professor Robert Graham, Regius Keeper at the Royal Botanic
Garden, Edinburgh, from 1820-45, who referred to some of the notable flowers grown at Comely Bank
in Curtis’s Botanical Magazine and the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal. Robert Graham was a
major figure in the creation of Glasgow Botanic Garden, which is also celebrating its 200th anniversary
this year, and there are records of Cunningham having supplied it with plant specimens.
William Robinson gave a detailed account of the nursery in The Gardeners’ Chronicle for January 23,
1864. ere were “great ranges of glass” several hundred feet in length, “which when first erected must
have been wonders to the horticultural mind”. ere was a “show house” and a large packing shed
(located within the footprint of today’s supermarket) referred to by Robinson as the “Leviathan, which
would have made a tolerable barrack … almost strong enough to withstand a siege...” e whole
nursery was enclosed within a 12ft (3.6m) high stone wall.
In order to diversify the income, culinary plants were grown, including strawberries, and mushrooms
that were raised on dung from several cows kept on the site, which also ran a small dairy.
Some of James Cunningham’s assistants and apprentices went on to become noted plantsmen in their
own right. One of them, David Moore of Glasnevin, sent plant specimens to Charles Darwin, while
hybridisation work at the Comely Bank Nursery is mentioned elsewhere in letters to Darwin.
In 1845 the name of the business became “Cunningham, Fraser & Co” and Robert Fraser continued
to run the nursery after James Cunningham’s death in 1851. Cunningham, Fraser and others associated
with the nursery all lived on site, where three of the houses remain at Avenue Villas, and at No 23
Comely Bank, the last house in the original Georgian terrace.
e image above shows Fettes College in 1880 with the nursery occupying the foreground. In 1872
the boundaries of the nursery were modified to accommodate the new, wider roads being laid out by the
Fettes Estate, but it survived as a nursery until the 1960s, having lasted 150 years. No one seems to
know when it closed but I remember that when we moved to the other side of Edinburgh in 1966 I was
able to acquire several shrubs and a variegated maple there for our new garden.
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Books
Audley End, Essex, courtesy Historic England Archive.

Place-making: e Art of Capability Brown, 1716-1783
By John Phibbs
Historic England. 384 pages. £60.00.
ISBN: 978-184800-235-67.
Reviewed by John Dixon Hunt
is is the second book John Phibbs has published on ‘Capability’ Brown to celebrate the
2016 tercentenary. (My review of the first book appeared in HGF Newsletter 45.) ey oﬀer very
diﬀerent takes on Brown’s landscaping – itself not a problem, as many perspectives on this
important and yet perhaps problematical place-maker are warranted. Whether the new book,
Place-Making: The Art of Capability Brown, captures what might be called a “truer Brown” is
uncertain, but it certainly extends the scope of discussions of his work.
Phibbs’s first book, subtitled Designing the English Landscape, was a series of essays on a
range of Brown sites, from early to late work, accompanied with – almost overwhelmed by –
modern images of them. e new book begins with a more intriguing proposition: to explain to
a French person unfamiliar with Brown’s work, or perhaps somebody unused to the vocabulary
customarily used to describe it, what is Brownism.
is unexplained (and perhaps imaginary) French woman tells Phibbs that “she doesn’t ‘get’
Brown”, and he replies “that this is the first step in ha-ha theory, which is the appreciation of
absence, of anonymity, of things that may not be there”. Even that response surely neglects
many other landscapes where the visitor recalls “things that were not there”; indeed, one aspect
of the ha-ha was actually to notice and appreciate the landscape beyond the immediate garden.
e French woman knows that French design has been well and endlessly analyzed (in the
person of André Le Nôtre), but cannot grapple with another ‘iconic’ landscaper like Brown.
Brown often fails to make sense, even for those who take him for granted. He failed his
contemporary William Chambers, who wrote that his work was indistinguishable from
“common fields”. So Phibbs steps in to answer what even British visitors might find puzzling in
Brown’s places – “what are they for?”, “why is there so much grass?” and “how do they work”?
Yet it might be remarked that these questions, which the author has formulated for a sceptical
foreigner but does not himself entirely endorse, signal only an incomplete agenda on pragmatism,
functionalism, lack of interest in beauty, and an obsession with garden centres.
Phibbs’s response to those queries is to divide his book (like Gaul) into three parts: discussions
9
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of the five elements of land, proposed by
omas Whately in 1770; how the
landscapes worked, citing Robert Castell’s
account of a Pliny estate from 1728; and,
finally, how they were designed and what
are their ‘meanings’. is certainly provides
a suitably analytic and schematic function
Brown’s landscape at Doddington Park, Cheshire.
for the French lady.
e elements of landscape are further
divided into sub-sections: so the topic of Silviculture discusses forests, hedges, coppices, pollards,
shreds (“cutting oﬀ the side branches of a tree for firewood and browse”); Water is considered
under themes of construction, riverine eﬀects, water in the composition of views, uses of water
(like watering stock, fishing, waterfowl, improving grass, boating), concealment, water power,
water meadows, and drainage. e chapter on Grass is a splendid survey of how rich – socially
and agriculturally – grass was for Brown.
A further 46-page glossary at the end of the volume – useful in itself – also explains the
vocabulary customarily used for Brown’s work, such as might orientate the French woman. Yet
the book does tend to repeat itself, not least because discussions of how the land was worked,
was designed and understood inevitably draw in issues of how it is to be interpreted.
is is not then an entirely easy book to absorb (in addition, it is a heavy thing to manipulate)
and the French lady may still be baﬄed by the end, despite its fastidious parsing of topics. What
are immediately useful are the images chosen to document all of the diﬀerent sections and
segments, though they are not always captioned well enough to make sense vis-à-vis the text. It
is clearly a book to use (the index has proved particularly useful) and Brown will emerge as a
better understood, more comprehensible and perhaps more complicated figure as a result. But
exactly how?
e fundamental elements of landscape are not infinite, so the elements of grass, silviculture,
water, buildings and ground will recur in many forms of landscaping; but the variety in their
cultural handling is considerable (handling of materials, form, and the excitements of exploration),
depending on local custom, usage, and aesthetic conceptions in time and place.
This is where Phibbs makes his most useful contributions – in two ways. He quotes frequently
from Brown’s contemporaries, for, as he explains himself at the start, his disagreement with
other modern commentators encouraged him to “season the text with numerous quotations and
citations” to support his views. And from this anthology of others’ remarks, many about Brown,
but several others unconnected with his work, Phibbs searches for contexts that explain what
two chapters in his final section call “Imagination” and “Layers of meaning”. is is a complicated
book in many ways, so it is upon these sections and a final section (“e attack on Brown and
his defence”) that a review might be useful.
Phibbs’s long involvement with Brown, his projects, his contacts and the archives, is clearly
enviable. But as part of his own Conclusion, instead of the customary “puﬀ” that would end
most books on an important figure, he oﬀers to respond to negative criticisms of Brown’s work
by the picturesque proponents, Uvedale Price and Richard Payne Knight: so we get such familiar
criticisms as “unnatural”, “too smooth”, “monotonous”, “formulaic”, “dull”, “unimaginative”,
even the “inconvenience” of the location of kitchen gardens.
e quotations from these two theorists are often cited with no counter-claims, and yet they
10
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Heveningham Hall, in Suﬀolk; courtesy Historic England Archive.

represent – for the most part – entirely diﬀerent practical and aesthetic points of view. Villages
might be “unimaginative” (Price, and even Fanny Burney), but model villages have other claims
upon usefulness and estate collectivity. “Formulaic”, too, is an odd claim from these picturesquers,
and is answered readily by looking at individual Brownian estates, which the images in this
book certainly do. (Picture research is acknowledged to Susannah Stone.)
is catalogue of criticisms seems, as it stands here, a collection of notions that the French
and even an English visitor might come up with. Yet, for answers to such strictures, the reader
has to go back both into the earlier sections, where, often by implication, Phibbs’s analyses
suggest answers, and to other of his publications.
Sparring between Brown, Price and Knight does not seem very helpful. Price and Knight had
very specific places to design for and live in; their aesthetic ideas, Knight’s especially, were
established on a wider range of art forms than just landscaping, and Brown himself never
oﬀered (that I can see) any inclination to be “picturesque”. He may have learnt from Kent in his
early days at Stowe, but Kent’s skills as a painter, so applauded by Walpole, were never Brown’s.
And further, as I myself have variously argued, what is essential to the picturesque was never a
static rendition of some Claudean imagery, never a question of seeing a picture at some spot and
then moving on to find the next.
Brown’s picturesque lies in his own decisive love of movement through landscape. Such
movement involved each spectator in his or her own associations and thoughts, which were at
once local (to the site and to the person), fluid (think Tristram Shandy, which Phibbs does not
cite), and generalizable only, if at all, on the basis of a very French love of categorizing. is is at
once simple and complicated.
One of the first aerial views in this book is of Petworth House, where the caption notes that
this photograph “cannot show oﬀ the subtlety of the design, but it does illustrate the movement
of landscape from rough to smooth”. is is clearly not suﬃcient, and much later in the chapter
on “Imagination” the author moves towards “a language which is independent of site and function”
(p.243). at is itself rather implausible, and surely “semiotics” (his word) depends upon what
sources have enabled a semiotic analysis. e subsequent examination of the topography of
Heveningham, for instance, suggests indeed that site and Brown’s manipulation of it are at once
imaginative and meaningful.
Yet the exegesis of Heveningham is not very smooth. We begin with Addison, Locke, Adam
Smith (the latter noting very usefully the “eye of the mind”), then Gilpin, who asks for a “power
of thought”; and suddenly, and somewhat disconcertingly, Phibbs settles upon Coleridge’s
definition of the imagination from his Biographia Literaria of 1808. He cites that critic’s famous
opposition of fancy to imagination, and among other phrases notes Coleridge’s emphasis on the
imagination’s power to idealize and unify what the mind recreates.
It might have been more useful to have noted that Coleridge sees two kinds of imagination:
11
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the primary one is the skill “of
repetition in the finite [ie everyday]
mind of the eternal act of creation in
Map of Pirton at Croome Park in Worcestershire.
the infinite I am”. In landscape
terms, this is a human ability to
recognize the wonderful creations of the natural world, and for Brown, the richness of English
topography. Coleridge then sees the “secondary imagination” as the artist’s response which
“dissolves, diﬀuses, dissipates, in order to recreate” – in Brown’s case, such a landscape as
Heveningham. But prior to that we have a whole paragraph on how King Lear, incoherent as
a play, can be unified in “our imagination”!
It seems unnecessary and uncontemporary to invoke these literary texts: neither Coleridge’s
debts to German aesthetics, nor King Lear, help us understand Brown’s place-making, except by
analogy. When the chapter eventually turns to an analysis of Heveningham, with a phrase I find
unfamiliar – “the blank at point blank” – we are encouraged to see how the lime trees that
Brown planted on the dam between two lakes both unifies their waters and makes a middle
ground between the house, the dam and the further landscape beyond. e house itself aﬀords a
“single point perspective”, distinct from the views in the other direction over the “pleasure
grounds”. It is, as Phibbs admits, “stupendously and obviously eﬀective”, but his analysis that
supports this is less than eﬀective and clear itself, even as it builds towards a triumphant exclamation
that “it depends instead on the imagination” rather than a single point of Claudean view (p.245).
e succeeding chapter on “Layers of meaning” is also a mixture of shrewd quotations from
others and Phibbs’s own less than clear generalizations from these. He privileges the “tricks”
that designers play, but it is not clear how this is part of their “imagination”. It also does not
entirely draw in the layers of meaning that were explored earlier in the volume – for example,
the magnificent survey of grass, where both social custom and practical agricultural practice are
surely layers of meaning that Brown relies upon. ))
Other layers gesture to ideas of liberty, early English parklands, and paying homage to older
buildings within new landscapes, with some swift passages on 18th-century “gothick” and
chinoiserie. Here, too, one hoped for a surer sense of how these ideas developed in the course of
the “long 18th century”.
Overall, I am impressed by the energy and range of Phibbs’s ideas, and so by the attempt to
make of ‘Capability’ Brown, as a place-maker, an artist who does not surrender to either the
French woman’s or the picturesque put-downs. But at the same time, this work does not
distance itself enough from its own commentary, sometimes in its local formulations, sometimes
in unifying the strands of its analysis, to establish a wholly clear view of Brown.
Given that Brown himself was not given to generalizations (as Repton could do later), this
reader is left with the need to see how larger conclusions can be draw from this new approach to
Brown. Was it Brown’s craftiness, since he was an educated man and didn’t want to be pigeonholed? Or his inspired skill to see the genius loci of any site and still mark it with his own
considerable and distinctive handling?
12
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Topiary, Knots and Parterres by
Caroline Foley.
Pimpernel. 288 pages. £50.00.
ISBN 978-1-910258-18-7.
is is a refreshing look at the general
history of gardens with special reference
to topiary and formal parterres. It covers
much more than the obvious (ie Europe
from the Renaissance to the 18th-century) and ranges worldwide, from Ecuador to India – and
Japan, of course – and even fits in a chapter on the landscape movement. e historic sequence
continues into the 20th and 21st centuries, although treatment of the formal revival seems a bit
rushed. Harold Peto’s Iford Manor (above, photograph by Andrew Lawson) is included and Russell
Page’s work in Italy is mentioned but not the work of André Vera in Art Deco France.
Foley’s enjoyable style means that she gets her historic points over easily: for instance, how the
flatter terrain of France changed the way Italian gardens were imported. And her learning is
impressive: Byzantine romances, religious symbolism, and the interaction of gardens with other
interests of the French nobility – tapestry, china, ceiling painting and fabrics, particularly silk –
are just a few amongst the hundreds of references which enrich her text.
Occasionally, though, the reader would be glad of more exact sources for her statements.
“Later monastic gardens were divided into herbularis for medicinal plants and the hortus, or
pleasure garden.” What period does she mean by “later”? Even in the 18th century only the most
decadent monasteries had a “pleasure garden”.
A minor irritation is that the picture captions don’t always say where a garden is – and sometimes
don’t even give its name. But on the whole this is book to enjoy and learn from – and then to
return to.
Gillian Mawrey

Secret Gardens of East Anglia by Barbara Segall.
Frances Lincoln. 144 pages. £20.00. ISBN 978-0-7112-3859-6.
As an “Essex girl” I didn’t have to be convinced of the beauties of those “terribly flat” counties of
East Anglia. ey may suﬀer from cold, drying winds from Siberia but these are more than
compensated for by magical light and serene countryside. Barbara Segall, who lives in Suﬀolk,
knows the area well and has chosen 22 of its gardens to explore in detail.
Many of them were created in recent decades – Pensthorpe, for instance, planted by Piet
Oudolf to celebrate the Millennium – and I’m not sure how “secret” they are, considering most
are made on the grand scale, involving serious money and lots of earth moving and personnel.
Opening to visitors or hosting weddings and other events helps to oﬀset the resulting massive
maintenance costs, though an interesting thread running through the book is how today’s standards
of upkeep are rather more relaxed than in the past and have led to a welcome increase in wildlife.
Segall’s interviews with the owners, many of whom were involved themselves in the design of
their gardens, allow us to appreciate the books and people who inspired them, while Marcus
Harpur’s muted photographs show both plant details and sweeping vistas.
GM
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Books
Where Poppies Blow: e British Soldier, Nature, the Great War by John LewisStempel. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 374 pages. £9.99. ISBN 978-1-780-22491-6.
e Great War is much with us. Grim centenary succeeds grim centenary: Loos, Verdun, the
Somme, Passchendaele: mud, death, horror. But here is an antidote – a positive, moving and
jauntily written book by award-winning journalist and historian John Lewis-Stempel on how
the British solder’s love of nature and gardening triumphed over the nightmare of war.
Soldiers gardened from the earliest days of trench warfare, writing home for packets of seeds
and fertilizer, cultivating the abandoned gardens in ruined French and Belgian villages, “borrowing”
plants from gardens behind the lines and even using spent German shell cases as improvised
flower pots. e Sergeant-Major might growl “gardeners camouflaged as soldiers” or have a fit
when he saw bayonets used as trowels, but all ranks, from seasoned colonels to raw privates,
cultivated any patch of land they could find, even behind their trench dugouts. Vegetables were,
of course, a priority, but ornamental flowers were grown (and picked) too. In part, gardening
helped to pass the long periods of boredom which interspersed the ghastly battles, but it also
represented both a link with home and, most importantly, hope. If you plant a seed, you expect
to see it grow to maturity.
Where Poppies Blow combines narrative, contemporaneous letters and diaries and many
touching poems, often by poets now little known. A lovely book.
Richard Mawrey

100 Years: 100 Landscape Designs by John Hill.
Prestel. 224 pages. £29.99. ISBN 978-3-7913-8310-1.
From Filoli in California for 1917 to a new park in Las Vegas for 2016, here are 100 parks and
gardens that the author deems “significant and worth visiting”. e “one for every year” formula
inevitably leads to some arbitrary dating (Villandry in 1918) and to sites being included that
perhaps might not have much to do with green space (the Cheonggyecheon River Park in Seoul
looks to be mostly hard urban landscaping). But the range of types of landscape is admirable,
including massive land art, the High Line, botanic gardens (for instance, the wonderful
Cranbourne, near Melbourne, featured in HGR 36), even a whole town in Florida.
Over a third of Hill’s chosen sites are in the US, but otherwise the geographical spread takes
the reader all round the world.
e texts are a triumph of conciseness, giving the history of the site and the commission, plus
comparisons and comments, all in 200-300 words, and the Timeline at the end usefully lists
other important landscapes and events relating to that year.

Gillian Mawrey
Prick by Gynelle Leon.
Mitchell Beazley. 224 pages. £15.00. ISBN 978-1-78472-367-5.
Provocatively titled, this book is all about cacti and succulents: their origins (traced as far back
as Ancient Egypt), the explanation for their botanical names, and their care. As an erratic
collector of such plants, I found this beautifully illustrated book helpful and inspriring. More
GM
weird and spiky things will appear on my window-sills.
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If You Remember...
Bella Darcy enlarges on Richard Farrar’s article
in HGR 36 about visiting historic gardens in a
wheelchair – and oﬀers some tips to owners.
My name is Bella. I am a writer. I have disabilities. Here I am
in Rome after my scooter was carried up steps by an Italian
soldier. I learned a great deal about accessibility in my work
in community garden design before my husband used a
wheelchair and I had to buy myself a mobility scooter. I
created the AccessibleGardens website for people-on-wheels
(www.accessiblegardens.org.uk), now run by Mark Lane.
Historic gardens, especially if oﬃcially listed for historic
value, have their own problems: how do you reconcile a
historic landscape, which has to retain steps, meadows and
slopes as they were first designed, with the requirements of
people-on-wheels? eir original owners would have had
servants to carry them up and down, or push them, but I bet
they had the same problem of running away down a hill in
their bath chairs as Richard Farrar describes! But we do have
to accept that there are places we cannot go. As a trustee for a
garden which includes a sunken garden, I’ve had many a discussion about installing a lift down
into it versus purity of restoration.
ose of us on wheels have to prepare before a visit – how accessible is it? Is there a
description, a map on the garden’s website? e Accessible Gardens website was set up to inform
visitors and describe the route. is sometimes resulted in an increase in awareness by garden
owners, and some action, but was quite often ignored. My advice to owners, if asked, started
with “Have you gone round the garden with someone-on-wheels, have you pushed a chair, have
you hired a scooter and wheeled yourself?”
I want websites and pamphlets to welcome me, to realise that people-on-wheels such as
myself, often visit alone, without friends to open doors. I want to see phrases such as “You
cannot go there, but there is a resting place for ‘you to view’ here.” I do not want to see the
immensely irritating phrase “Wheelchairs are available on a first-come first-served basis; they are
not bookable in advance.” at means “on your head be it!” – shrug, we don’t care. I want to
know beforehand.
I want to see maps with routes, annotated, path surfaces labelled. e bugbear is gravel, yes
I know it’s cheap but it’s not good for pushers, who will only get a few yards, however lightweight the person, or for powered chairs and scooters. It causes wheels to make such a noise,
even I am embarrassed. I want to be warned of narrow paths between plants as they cause
temporary claustrophobia, even panic. I want sitting spaces beside benches. I want benches or
perches every 100 yards for people with sticks. I tell them that a tiny step, which legs can cross
without thought, or a dip in the ground at the end of ramps are a full-stop for wheels without
kerb-climbers. I tell them that grass will have hidden lumps and dips which twist wheels, cut
15

If You Remember cont...
out motors – and is impossible when damp. I want audio-described tours for people who are blind.
At Writtle University College in Essex, I give occasional lectures to design students. I tell them
they can look up the Equality Act and Buildings Regulations on the internet, so I’m going to talk
about the psychology of having disabilities. I suggest they hire wheels and go round the campus,
to learn by doing. I tell them to think of the person first, to watch that person move, to ask them
about their disability – to listen. ink beyond raised planters, think beyond the legal requirements.
Ask “what is the easiest way for you to…?” Remember that we like to be independent.
Language aﬀects attitude: a disabled toilet is one which doesn’t work! An accessible
toilet is one which has suﬃcient room to open the door and wheel in without it banging on
you, to turn round, do your stuﬀ and wheel out. “Accessible” means that someone has thought
beyond the regulations, about the person who is on wheels.
Bella Darcy spent 25 arts in the arts, and for 12 years
worked as a garden designer in community design, working
with residential homes, schools and local authorities. With
Heather Appleton she created an accessible garden at the
Hampton Court Flower Show (right), which won a silver
medal and was re-built at the Queen Elizabeth Foundation
residential home for young people-on-wheels in Surrey. She
advises Writtle University College on accessibility, and also
lectures there to design students. She is now mainly a fiction
writer. www.darcyreed.uk

If You Remember 2
All those who enjoyed Susan Kemenyﬀy’s article in HGR
36 about her garden in Pennsylvania, you will be pleased
to learn that she has been designated a 2017/18
Distinguished Daughter of the Commonwealth in her
home state.
e award ceremony took place in the governor’s residence
in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania’s state capital, on October 4th.
Susan is seen (second from left) with former Pennsylvania
first lady, Michele Ridge (left), a past recipient, current first
lady, Frances Wolf, and Pennsylvania Governor, Tom Wolf.
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